
 
 
 

2022 BAD BILL LIST 
 
 
AB 777 (McCarty) – This bill would authorize the transfer, without charge, of a parcel 
of excess property in Sacramento to the University of California at Davis (UC Davis) 
for affordable housing. OPPOSE UNLESS AMENDED with language to utilize a skilled 
and trained workforce. 
 
AB 1602 (McCarty) – This bill would establish the California Student Housing Revolving 
Loan Fund Act of 2022 to provide zero-interest loans to the University of California, the 
California State University, and the California Community Colleges for the purpose of 
constructing affordable student housing and faculty and staff housing. OPPOSE 
UNLESS AMENDED with language to require the use of a skilled and trained workforce. 
 
AB 1778 (C. Garcia) – AB 1778 would prohibit state funds or personnel time from being 
used for the funding or permitting of freeway projects based on a calculation using 
the California Healthy Places Index. The highway dollars that this bill would limit would 
alleviate freight corridor and traffic congestion that causes poor air quality. This would 
also endanger thousands of building trades members’ jobs.  OPPOSE 
 
AB 1996 (Cooley) – This bill would jeopardize worker safety and health by creating 
significant delays in the process by which Cal/OSHA—as well as all other state 
agencies—develop new worker protection regulations. For example, AB 1996 would 
require Cal/OSHA to effectively set aside research and development of new worker 
protection standards to review every single word of all current regulations to search 
for “duplicative, overlapping, inconsistent, or out of date” language, regardless of 
the fact that this work has already been done. Workers already often wait ten years 
or more for every new safety standard; AB 1996 would make this wait even longer, 
injuring and potentially killing more workers.  OPPOSE 
 
AB 2011 (Wicks) – This bill would grant certain housing development projects a 
generous “by-right” approval process without a requirement to use a skilled and 
trained workforce. The skilled and trained requirement, present in several housing bills 
this session, ensures that workers are trained in the latest cutting-edge construction 
techniques and safety practices, leading to cost savings for developers and safer job 
sites for the entire workforce, the adjacent public, and the eventual residents. It also 
ensures that workers know their rights as employees; during their apprenticeship, they 
are trained in labor law and know what it means to be paid the prevailing wage and 
to have a voice on the job.  OPPOSE 
 



AB 2140 (Muratsuchi) – This legislation would prohibit the State Water Resources 
Control Board (State Water Board) from granting an extension of time for an operator 
of a once-through cooling power plant to comply with statewide policy. This bill is 
intended to shut down still needed gas-fired power production with no regard for the 
millions of Californians who would be endangered by such premature closings.  
OPPOSE 
 
AB 2295 (Bloom) – This bill would make housing by right on any property owned by a 
local educational agency but does not contain building trades requested labor 
protection language. OPPOSE UNLESS AMENDED with language to utilize a skilled and 
trained workforce. 
 
AB 2438 (Friedman) – This measure would tie tens of billions of dollars in existing state 
and local transportation funding annually to statewide climate plans and goals, 
including plans that are currently not realistic considering existing funding or have not 
been evaluated in terms or feasibility or measurable climate outcomes that could be 
achieved if implemented.  OPPOSE 
 
AB 2439 (Bloom) – This bill would require the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) to 
lease three active DMV field offices to affordable housing developers for the 
construction of new DMV field offices and affordable housing. OPPOSE UNLESS 
AMENDED with amendments to require the use of a skilled and trained workforce and 
to clarify that prevailing wage will be paid to construction workers. 
 
AB 2570 (Daly) – California’s unemployment insurance (UI) system generates massive 
debt to the federal government during every economic downturn as a direct result 
of employers’ unwillingness to adequately fund the program. AB 2570 would reward 
this irresponsible behavior by handing employers over $7 billion with no strings 
attached whatsoever. Employer underfunding is so severe that workers have not 
seen a benefit increase in 18 years and virtually any bill to expand benefits is rejected. 
AB 2570 would help ensure that future massive bailouts would be necessary, divert 
funds from far more worthy purposes, and do nothing to fix the real problem with our 
UI system: wildly inadequate benefits paired with a fundamentally insolvent funding 
structure.  OPPOSE 
 
AB 2840 (Reyes) – This bill would preclude local governments from approving the 
construction or expansion of any new or existing warehouse development project 
that is within 1,000 feet of a sensitive receptor.  OPPOSE 
 
SB 846 (Dodd) – This bill would hurt delivery drivers and increase underage drinking by 
allowing gig economy employers to deliver alcohol straight to residential homes. The 
evidence is very clear that allowing misclassified independent contractors to perform 
this work dramatically spikes the risk of underage drinking. Further, this bill would shift 
liability for such activity from a restaurant owner to a vulnerable worker. We strongly 
oppose setting a precedent that workers are responsible for the lawbreaking activity 
of their employer, and we are equally concerned about legitimizing a business model 
based on worker misclassification.  OPPOSE 
 



SB 848 (Umberg) – This bill would undo an agreement made by both houses and the 
Governor in 2021, by eliminating the sunset date on remote court proceedings. The 
risks of permanently reforming our trial court system, a critical pillar of our democracy, 
are too great and lead to real life consequences. Failed internet connections, 
ambient noise, and lack of technology create delays to the court calendar, costing 
money and time for all involved.  OPPOSE 
 
SB 1118 (Borgeas) – This bill would fundamentally change the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) by eliminating the agency standards of review 
and the court’s standard of review, making it easier for developers to get around the 
use of CEQA.  OPPOSE 
 
SB 1119 (Limón) – This bill would require the Public Utilities Commission to take into 
consideration “the need” for a new or substantially modified gas plant before issuing 
a certificate for the construction of the plant. This would impact the state’s ability to 
build new and more efficient powerplants to replace existing older versions. This 
would endanger thousands of building trades members’ jobs.   OPPOSE 
 
SB 1198 (McGuire) – This bill would allow out of state beer manufacturers to ship 
directly to California consumers. By doing so, SB 1198 would cut California’s 
distribution network out of the process, rob the state of much needed revenue, and 
potentially kill many family wage union jobs in the warehouse, delivery, and grocery 
industries. The negative impact to a variety of industries, even beyond those listed 
here, would be massive. We strongly believe in protecting these workers by not 
dismantling our existing structure of alcohol distribution.  OPPOSE 
 
SB 1314 (Limón) – SB 1314 would ban the use of enhanced oil recovery (EOR), a 
proven and safe technique that helps provide the energy California still needs while 
also sequestering the carbon dioxide (CO2) used to extract the oil, underground, 
safely out of the atmosphere. This would endanger thousands of building trades 
members’ jobs.  OPPOSE 
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